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QUESTION 1

Cloud Kicks uses the Lead Source field to track the event from which a Lead originated. The marketing director
requested a report that shows every event a Lead has attended. This information is impossible to provide with the
current configuration. 

Which standard Salesforce functionality should a consultant recommend? 

A. Implement Campaigns to track events and define a campaign management process. 

B. Update the Lead Source field to the most recent event a Lead has attended using Process Builder. 

C. Configure a Custom Events object and relate it to the Lead object. 

D. Create a custom field to track the second event a Lead attends. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers is implementing an entitlement process in its contact center to gain better visibility into how well
the company is delivering on customer service level agreements (SLAs). Which two approaches can be used to
accomplish this goal? Choose 2 answers 

A. A. To Display whether a case response complies with a customer\\'s service level agreement. 

B. To monitor the case escalation rule queue to confirm service levels are met. 

C. To represent metrics such as first-response and resolution time on cases. 

D. To identify the customer contact associated with a particular stage of a service contract. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Cloud Kicks Sales Team Folder needs to be shared with the following: 

*

 The CEO role, so that view access is granted 

*

 The CEO\\'s assistant, so that view, share, save, rename, and delete are granted 

*

 The Sales Manager for each region, so that view and save are granted 

How should the Consultant configure sharing? 
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A. Enable Manage access to the CEO role and subordinates and manage to the assistant profile 

B. Set the CEO role to View, the CEO\\'s assistant user to Manage, and the Sales Manager role to Edit. 

C. Enable Manage Reports in Public folders for CEO role and its subordinates. 

D. Set the CEO role to View All, the CEO\\'s assistant user to Modify All, and the Sales Manager public group to
Create. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers Credit department uses the 3rd party application for credit ratings. Credit department manager
need to launch an external web based credit application from a customer\\'s account record in salesforce. The
application uses the credit id on the account object. What should a consultant recommended to meet these
requirement? 

A. Create the workflow rule to launch the product fulfilment application and pass the credit Id. 

B. Create a formula field that uses a hyperlink function to launch the credit application and pass the credit Id 

C. Create a custom button that calls an apex trigger to launch the credit application and pas the credit id. 

D. Create a custom Credit Id field as an external Id on the account object to lunch the credit application and pass the
credit Id. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

UC has set accounts, contacts, and opportunities to private. Sales reps manage the accounts for which they are the
account owner. The company also employs sales specialists to assist sales repson deals. What should a consultant
recommend to allow the sales specialists to see account information and any opportunity information associated with an
account? 

A. Assign the sales specialists to the same profile as the account owners. 

B. Share opportunities manually with the sales specialists and assign them read access. 

C. Assign the sales specialists to the same role in the role hierarchy as the account owners 

D. Add the sales specialists to the account team and assign them read access to opportunities. 

Correct Answer: D 
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